
 
 

Executive Board of Directors - Meeting Agenda 

 

Thursday, November 6, 2014 at 2pm  

Conference Call Line: 605-475-4800, Code: 224554# 

 

I. Call to Order – Michelle Hillery - 2:08pm 

 

II. Roll Call & Introductions – Michelle Hillery 

 

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 MICHELLE HILLERY, Palm Beach County Film & Television Commission; President 

 JUD FRENCH, FSU College of Motion Picture Arts; 1st Vice President  

 KELLY PAIGE, Level Talent Group; 2nd Vice President  

 JOHN LUX, IDEAS; Treasurer 

 HERTA SUAREZ, SAG-AFTRA; Secretary 

 SHEENA FOWLER, WIFT-FL; Executive Board Member At-Large  

 LEAH SOKOLOWSKY, Teamsters Local 769; Immediate Past President   

 

Also on call: Christy Tricoli, Executive Administrator 

 

III. Agenda: Additions & Deletions - **MOTION TO APPROVE 

i. Michelle Hillery suggested an addition to the agenda under V.E.6. to discuss a 

letter of support to the Governor. 

ii. Jud French made a Motion to Approve the addition as suggested 

by Michelle Hillery.  

iii. Herta Suarez seconded the Motion. 

iv. The Motion was carried unanimously. 

 

IV. Executive Board of Directors Minutes - **MOTION TO APPROVE 

A. September 17, 2014* 

i. Herta Suarez made a Motion to Approve the minutes from 

September 17, 2014. 

ii. Jud French seconded the Motion. 

iii. The Motion was carried unanimously. 

 

V. Old Business 

A. Film Florida Administration – Michelle Hillery 

1. Amended Bylaws (Section 4.12)* 

i. Michelle Hillery presented the bylaw amendment in “Section 4.12 

Compensation” as previously approved by the Board of Directors at the 

September 23, 2014 meeting in Boca. She explained that the new bylaws will be 

included in the updated Board of Directors handbook to be dispersed at the 

Board of Directors Meeting in Orlando on December 11, 2014. 

 

B. Budget & Finance Committee – John Lux 

1. GoFundMe Campaign Proposal 

i. John Lux presented a proposal to utilize the fundraising website “GoFundMe” for 

a Film Florida campaign. John explained that our efforts are limited by the 

amount of dollars we have, and while we continue to strive for new memberships 
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and renewals, he has been brainstorming other ways to raise funds. At an Actor’s 

Forum, one of the attendees suggested that GoFundMe would be a great way 

to raise funds in increments from those that support our efforts, but would not 

necessary to become members. John explained that this is little risk with this kind 

of campaign, and while he is unsure how much money we could make, 

anywhere between $500 and $5,000 would help in our legislative efforts. 

ii. Jud French supported the idea as long as Film Florida is clear about where the 

money will go. Whether it is to rent a bus for people heading up to Rally in Tally, 

hosting an event while in Tallahassee, etc.  

iii. John Lux explained that the difference between GoFundMe and Kickstarter is 

that on Kickstarter, you must set a goal and a timeline, and if you don’t reach 

your goal in time, you don’t get any of the money donated. With GoFundMe, we 

set a goal, but if we don’t reach it, we still get the donations (with a percentage 

going to GoFundMe). 

iv. Michelle Hillery expressed a past concern in reference to other organizations that 

are constantly looking for donations. People tend to veer away. But as long as 

we position this intelligently and do not push it, Michelle feels we can 

comfortably let people know that this is an available option. 

v. Jud French suggested that we flesh it out as an Executive Board and see what it 

would look like as a campaign with our goals laid out clearly. 

vi. Michelle Hillery asked if the program is time based. John Lux responded that he 

does not believe there is a time limit like on Kickstarter. 

vii. Michelle Hillery asked the others on the line whether there was any major 

opposition to moving forward with a draft of the campaign. Jud French 

suggested that since we are missing a couple of Executive Board members on 

the call, John Lux could send it by email for review before launching. 

 

C. Membership & Capacity Committee – Sheena Fowler 

1. Membership Benefits Update 

2. AICP & FFPC Reciprocal Agreements* 

i. Michelle Hillery referenced the back-up documentation included in the agenda 

packet with the form request from Richard Seres for a reciprocal agreement with 

AICP and FFPC. She explained that this agreement will have a zero loss to Film 

Florida financially. Michelle noted that she and Leah Sokolowsky had 

conversations at length wherein Leah feels there should be a minimum $500 

payment on any organization’s behalf, and an additional value on top of that 

can be reciprocal. Michelle sees this is as a collaborative effort to work with other 

associations and organizations. Michelle also mentioned that we may not always 

see eye to eye but have a shared goal to see the incentive program 

replenished. Richard Seres is one of our board members, so Michelle felt it made 

sense to move forward and continue the collaboration with both the AICP and 

FFPC. 

ii. Jud French explained that similar conversations have taken place in regards to 

DMAF. Jud understands Leah Sokolowsky’s point on this and sees the 

complications involved. We must be careful to show what organizations we are 

endorsing and partnering with. For example, how can we decide what 

organizations can be reciprocal and which ones cannot? Jud is on the fence 

with this issue. 

iii. Herta Suarez asked if the AICP agreement is the same as the FFPC agreement, 

as in no financial benefit or loss to Film Florida? Michelle Hillery explained that 

with AICP, it is a $1,000 exchange of checks and it totally reciprocal. The added 

value from Richard Seres’ perspective is that we get complimentary tickets to all 

of their events on top of the sponsorship agreement.  
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iv. Jud French explained that he still has hesitation in thinking about DMAF. If an 

organization’s representative is a council member, they should be paying for 

their membership. 

v. John Lux added that he feels we are not in the position to refuse collaboration or 

turn people away. There is a benefit to this agreement. 

vi. Jud French expressed that he still has concerns. He can be supportive of the 

Executive Board’s decision, but is hesitant on voting. In light of our firm stance on 

the CAMACOL membership recently, Jud feels that it is strange that we did not 

stand firm in this case. Both Michelle Hillery and John Lux responded that the two 

situations are apples and oranges. CAMACOL wanted an in-kind membership for 

hosting the annual meeting. This agreement with AICP and FFPC is a reciprocal 

membership agreement and has benefits beyond one meeting. Michelle Hillery 

concluded saying that the more we can embrace organizations within the state, 

the better we will stand together in support of our legislative goals and 

objectives. 

vii. John Lux made a Motion to Approve the two reciprocal agreements 

with AICP for $1,000 and FFPC for $500. 

viii. Jud French seconded the Motion. 

ix. The Motion was carried unanimously. 

 

D. Marketing & Communications Committee – John Lux 

1. Website Redesign Update 

i. John Lux explained that the soft launch for the website and our new logo is 

planned to start the week of November 17, 2014. The “magic” date to use the 

new logo is during the Tampa legislative event on Thursday, November 20th. The 

week of November 17th and 24th will be a chance to work out the kinks. The week 

of December 2nd is the official launch, which will include a press release, email 

blast, and posting on social media. In the meantime, John will be teasing the 

new logo on social media. 

ii. Christy Tricoli asked how the email blasts should look during the soft launch as we 

are announcing December Quarterly Meeting updates. John responded that we 

should avoid email blasts during Thanksgiving Week, but until the official launch, 

use the old email blast format avoiding any reference to the website until it is fully 

prepared. 

iii. Jud French asked is the back-end member login will be ready during the soft 

launch. John Lux responded that the back-end will not be ready until the official 

launch or later. 

iv. John Lux added that the sizzle reel is being worked on and should be ready to 

post on the website during the soft launch. 

2. Logo Launch Update 

i. See notes above. 

 

E. Legislative Committee – Kelly Paige & Sheena Fowler 

1. Industry Fact Sheet – Support Logos Update 

i. Christy Tricoli explained that we have over 130 logos so far, and they are still 

coming in. Michelle Hillery asked if there is a cut-off date for collecting logos. 

Christy responded that the week of December 1st with the official launch, we will 

be able to include our new logo, so the document will be finalized then. 

2. Bill Drafting Update 

i. Bill Comparison Doc 

1. Sheena Fowler explained that the Legislative Committee is refocusing 

efforts on bill drafting now that the elections are over. Sheena has all of 

the notes from the bill drafting meeting that took place in September, and 
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will be sending it out to the board soon. Sheena and Kelly Paige have 

been discussing holding an event in Tallahassee. The plan for the 

November event did not pan out, but they will be planning something for 

our Rally in Tally visit.  

3. Rally in Tally – Discussion of Potential Dates 

4. FADMO 

i. Michelle Hillery explained that FADMO is a supportive organization that has 

made our efforts one of their legislative priorities this year. Introductions have 

been made between their lobbyist and Dave Caserta. Their advice was that we 

go to Tallahassee during Tourism Day and have some meetings during 

committee week. 

ii. Potential Meeting November 18th or 19th(Committee Week) 

1. Michelle Hillery asked whether this a good time to have meetings, or will 

the legislators be too busy? We are currently waiting on Kelly Paige to 

provide Senator Detert’s response on whether it would be beneficial. 

Dave Caserta has set-up preliminary meetings in case we do get the 

green light and it is worth everyone’s time. Michelle Hillery added that all 

Executive Board members are welcome to come. 

iii. Tourism Day March 11, 2015 

1. Michelle Hillery explained that FADMO invited us to join them during 

Tourism Day on March 11, 2015. We have not finalized our Rally in Tally 

date yet, but FADMO invited us to join on March 11 and have a mock 

production or display to promote our industry. Michelle Hillery added that 

she has a work related conflict because the PBIFF Student Showcase of 

Films, which is taking place on March 12th. However, she feels this would 

be a very good thing to take advantage of. 

2. Herta Suarez asked if we agree to have a booth set-up during Tourism 

Day, would that be our Rally in Tally, or would it be separate? Michelle 

Hillery responded that she is unsure, but her current thought process is that 

it should be two separate things. Tourism Day is so enormous that we 

might not have the impact we want. Herta agreed and added that two 

years ago, Film Florida had Rally in Tally on Tourism Day, and we were 

overshadowed. Jud French also agreed. Michelle Hillery added that we 

should certainly collaborate since they are advantageous partners for us, 

but we should not necessarily make this our big day in Tallahassee.  

3. Michelle Hillery referenced Kelly Paige’s previous suggestion to have a 

green screen for fun photos, and after the fact we could deliver photo 

gifts to the legislators on a later Rally in Tally date. Jud French added that 

we should make the green screen opportunity open to all attendees, not 

just legislators. John Lux explained that IDEAS used a green screen photo 

opp at their last two client parties and it was a big hit. This is something 

that IDEAS’ staff could organize and run on Tourism Day. 

5. Film Tampa Bay – November 20th Event w/ John Travolta 

i. Michelle Hillery explained that those interested in traveling to Tallahassee for 

meetings during committee week could possibly coordinate a travel week 

between Tally and the Tampa event. Up to individual discretion. 

6. Letter to Governor Scott 

i. Michelle Hillery provided an update on the previous conversation about letters to 

the candidates. There was some concern over sending a letter to each 

candidate that might be shared, so the final decision was to wait until after the 

election to send a congratulatory letter. Michelle presented two letter drafts in 

the agenda packet—one with her draft and one with Dave Caserta’s suggested 

edits. Michelle’s longer draft includes facts about the incentive program, but 
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there might be a better chance he will read something briefer. It is an 

opportunity to drive the point home, and he has a heightened awareness of our 

industry at the present moment, so there is a good chance he will look at the 

document. 

ii. Jud French provided feedback on the presented letters, stating that it would be 

beneficial to have a fairly short congratulatory message with our one-sheet 

attached. Michelle Hillery asked whether that would delay our message, since 

the one-sheet will not be ready for another week or so. John Lux asked whether 

we need the logos for this instance, since the front side of the industry fact sheet 

is basically complete. Michelle responded that the logos are important to 

include in order to show our vast industry support.  

iii. Jud French offered to edit the letter offline and send to Michelle for further 

review. 

iv. Michelle Hillery asked if anyone else should be cc’ed on the letter besides the 

Lieutenant Governor and our Board of Directors. Jud French suggested the Chief 

of Staff. Michelle Hillery stated that she will confer with Todd Bonlarron, make the 

necessary edits and send accordingly. 

 

F. Trade Shows & Special Events Committee – Michelle Hillery 

1. Scheduling of Upcoming Quarterly Meetings 

i. Orlando – December 10-11, 2014 

1. Sheena Fowler is feverishly working on the final details and attempting to 

bring the hotel rates down. As soon as confirmation comes from her, we 

will send an email blast and post the info on the website. 

ii. Tallahassee – February/March/April, 2015 (Pending Rally in Tally Dates) 

iii. St. Augustine – June 29-30,  2015 (Annual Meeting) 

1. Michelle Hillery explained that she had conversation with Marty Lewis on 

switching meeting dates with Dale Gordon so that we can have a Tampa 

meeting in conjunction with the Governor’s Conference on Tourism. There 

has been some back and forth on dates, and June 29-30, 2015 is what 

they agreed upon. John Lux asked if these dates were passed by Graham 

Winick for any potential tradeshow conflicts. Michelle responded that 

Graham saw no major conflicts. 

iv. Tampa – August 31-September 2, 2015 (In Conjunction with Governor’s 

Conference on Tourism) 

 

 

VI. Future Meetings  

 

VII. Adjournment – 3:34pm  

*Backup Provided 

 

**Needs Motion & Approval 

 

***Previously Approved by Executive Board 
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